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Abstract
Objective: Identifying clinical prediction rules (CPRs) for primary care from electronic
databases is difficult. This study aims to identify a search filter to optimise retrieval of these
to establish a register of CPRs for the Cochrane Primary Health Care field.
Study design and setting: Thirty primary care journals were manually searched for CPRs.
This was compared to electronic search filters using alternative methodologies: (1) textword
searching; (2) proximity searching; (3) inclusion terms using specific phrases and truncation;
(4) exclusion terms; and (5) combinations of methodologies.
Results: We manually searched 6344 articles, revealing 41 CPRs. Across the 45 search
filters, sensitivities ranged from 12% - 98%, while specificities ranged from 43% - 100%.
There was generally a trade-off between the sensitivity and specificity of each filter (i.e. the
number of CPRs and total number of articles retrieved). Combining textword searching with
the inclusion terms (using specific phrases) resulted in the highest sensitivity (98%) but lower
specificity (59%) than other methods. The associated precision (2%) and accuracy (60%)
were also low.
Conclusion: The novel use of combing textword searching with inclusion terms was
considered the most appropriate for updating a register of primary care CPRs where
sensitivity has to be optimised.

Keywords: clinical prediction rules; primary care; medical information retrieval; search
filters; proximity searching; evidence-based medicine

Running title: Search strategies for clinical prediction rules in primary care
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What is new?
•

The optimal sensitive filter results from combining text-word searching
with inclusion terms that used specific word phrases. This provided the
best balance between sensitivity (98%) and specificity (59%). Using the
filter that retrieved the most CPRs resulted in a trade-off in terms of the
large total number of articles that had to be searched through.

•

This filter will now be used to establish an international register of primary
care CPRs that will be made publically available through the Cochrane
Primary Health Care field.

•

Each filter was combined with various inclusion and exclusion filters.
Using the Boolean term ‘AND’, the inclusion filter acted as a post-search
filter that reduced the overall volume of articles to be screened for relevant
CPRs.

•

There is a real need for indexing CPRs on MEDLINE. This would greatly
reduce difficulties in retrieving relevant articles.
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1. Background
Clinical medicine has developed an increasing interest in clinical prediction rules (CPRs) [1 3]. A CPR may be defined as ‘a clinical tool that quantifies the individual contributions that
various components of the history, physical examination and basic laboratory results make
towards the diagnosis, prognosis or likely response to treatment in a patient’ [3]. They are
tools that are derived from a single empirical study, as opposed to combining the results of
multiple studies on the same topic. Examples of CPRs include the Ottawa ankle rule [4] to
determine the need for an X-ray following an ankle injury and the Centor score [5] regarding
identification of Group A β haemolytic streptococcal throat infection. Before a CPR can be
used in clinical practice, it should pass through a vigorous testing process of five steps:
derivation, validation (broad and narrow) and impact analysis (broad and narrow) [6]. Impact
analysis determines the impact of the rule upon clinician behaviour, patient outcomes or
healthcare quality and is, therefore, considered the most critical test.

As CPRs offer a useful guide for clinicians during diagnosis and prognosis, it would be
advantageous for primary care clinicians to have easy access to relevant CPRs. However, this
process presents a number of challenges. First, several terms are used interchangeably to
describe CPRs including scorecard, algorithm and multivariate model, among others [7].
Second, several terms are used interchangeably in the international literature to describe
primary care including ‘family practice’, ‘family medicine’ and ‘general practice’. Third,
commonly used electronic databases have no indexing term for this topic. For example,
within MEDLINE, there is no Medical Subject Heading (MeSH) term for CPRs, nor is there
a “type of article” limit. Consequently, research has focused on developing electronic search
filters to search such databases for CPR articles [1, 2, 8].
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In 2003, the Hedges team developed a number of filters to search electronic databases for
CPRs [8]. This work generated the Haynes Broad Filter (HBF) and the Haynes Narrow Filter
(HNF), both of which are available via the ‘Clinical Query’ search tool on PubMed
MEDLINE. The two search methods offer a trade-off between sensitivity and specificity,
with the HBF associated with 96% sensitivity and 79% specificity and the HNF associated
with 54% sensitivity and 99% specificity. These filters were developed to identify all CPRs.
However, as many of these are based in specialist settings, they are of limited utility to
primary care clinicians. The efficacy of either filter in identifying primary care CPR articles
has yet to be investigated.

The evidence to date indicates no easy method of accessing CPRs relevant to primary care,
thus creating a barrier to implementing their routine use in clinical practice. One way to
overcome this is to develop a publicly available electronic register of CPRs specifically for
primary care. Efforts are currently underway to create this register in conjunction with the
Cochrane Primary Health Care Field. To date there are 239 CPR articles contained on a
preliminary version of the register, identified from personal libraries of clinicians and
researchers (contact authors for details). Nevertheless, the question remains how best to
identify all relevant CPRs to establish as complete a register as possible.

The current study investigates the utility of a number of electronic search filters relative to a
manual search at identifying CPRs from a chosen set of journals relevant to primary care
published in MEDLINE over a one-year period. Each filter was designed to be tested: (1)
independently and (2) in combination with the other filters.
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2. Methods
The results from the electronic search filters were compared to a ‘reference standard’ manual
search of 30 journals relevant to primary care for the year 2008. Similar to previous research,
the current study conducted a diagnostic test accuracy analysis - the articles retrieved from
the electronic search filters were treated as “index test articles” while the manually retrieved
articles were treated as the “reference standard articles” for CPRs relevant to primary care [1,
8]. The sensitivity, specificity, precision and accuracy for each of the filters were calculated
(Table 1).

2.1. Journal selection
Thirty journals relevant to primary care (Table 2) were purposively chosen through various
methods, including: (1) the ISI Web of Knowledge Journal Citation Reports, listed under the
category ‘medicine, general and internal’ and mentioned primary care, family medicine or
family practice in their title; (2) the 15 highest-ranked journals according to impact factor
ratings in this same category; (3) specialist journals that are known to publish CPRs (based
on type of journal/expert opinion); (4) a list of recommendations generated by an information
specialist; and (5) an expert consensus meeting, attended by primary care clinicians,
academics and information specialists (TF, BDD, SS, KOB, PM and BMcG).

2.2. Reference standard
Articles from each of the 30 journals for the year 2008 were downloaded from PubMed and
were screened to exclude articles based on certain publication types: case reports; comments;
dictionaries; editorials; and news. The resulting set of articles comprised our ‘reference
standard’ search. Each article was then manually screened in EndNote by title and abstract
and classified as CPRs relevant to primary care. For our purposes, a CPR is defined as “... a
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clinical tool that quantifies the individual contributions that various components of the
history, physical examination and basic laboratory results make towards the diagnosis,
prognosis, or likely response to treatment in a patient. Clinical prediction rules attempt to
formally test, simplify, and increase the accuracy of clinicians’ diagnostic and prognostic
assessments.” [3]. Primary care is defined as “... normally the point of first medical contact
within the health care system, providing open and unlimited access to its users, dealing with
all health problems regardless of the age, sex, or any other characteristic of the person
concerned (WONCA)”. . An overview of the screening process is presented in Figure 1.

Twelve researchers were involved in the screening process (see Appendix 2 for details on
training). Each of the articles (n = 6344) were screened independently by two reviewers. For
the first round of screening, each pair of researchers was provided with an EndNote file that
contained approximately 1000 abstracts of unique articles. Each article was classified as: (1)
a CPR relevant to primary care; (2) unsure if a CPR or unsure if relevant to primary care; or
(3) neither relevant to primary care nor a CPR. Results were compared between each pair of
researchers and any disagreements were resolved by discussion. The articles (n = 100) in the
unsure category were those that could not be readily classified as CPRs relevant to primary
care on the basis of the title and abstract alone. These articles were further subjected to a
second round of screening by a panel of four researchers with the most experience in
classifying CPRs (TF, BDD, SS, KOB). Each article was classified as: (1) a CPR relevant to
primary care; (2) a CPR in a specialist setting; or (3) not a CPR; or (4) full text required. In
total, 24 full texts were retrieved and subjected to a third round of screening. Each full text
article was independently screened by two experts. Articles were classified according to the
same categories used previously. Results were compared and any disagreements were
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resolved by discussion. This set of articles, designated as “CPRs relevant to primary care”
were then considered the ‘reference standard’ subset.

2.3. Electronic filter search
Each of the electronic filters was run in MEDLINE. Each filter was run (1) independently and
(2) in combination with other filters. The filters were run in either PubMed or Ebsco host for
the selected 30 journal titles for the year 2008 (see Appendix 1 for search strings). Each was
limited to humans and irrelevant publication types were excluded (case reports, comments,
dictionaries, editorials and news).

2.4. Haynes filters
The Haynes Broad Filter (HBF) and the Haynes Narrow Filter (HNF) include textwords and
Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) search terms and have been described in detail elsewhere
[8]. Previous research has validated the use of textword searching in identifying all clinically
relevant CPRs (not just those relevant to primary care) and reported similar levels of
sensitivity and specificity, despite using various sizes of journal sets [1, 8].

2.5. McGrath/Murphy filters
The McGrath/Murphy Broad Filter (MMBF) and McGrath/Murphy Narrow Filter (MMNF)
were developed in-house by two library information specialists (PM and BMcG – see
Appendix 1). These filters involved proximity searching and were run on EBSCO host (as
opposed to PubMed) which is able to facilitate this type of searching. To develop a proximity
filter, a sample of CPR studies was selected from the 30 primary care journals. A content
analysis of the MEDLINE records for this sample of articles was performed, leading to the
derivation of a search string that specified proximate words or terms in significant
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relationship within MEDLINE records. For example, phrases such as ‘prediction models’ or
‘decision rules’ in this or in any word order were matched using proximity operators, thus
enabling proximate word matching and a potentially more accurate search string relative to
that developed previously [1, 8]. For example, the EBSCO host search string “predict*N3
rule*” translates into “match the truncated word root ‘predict’ and find it nearby and in any
order within three words of the truncated word root ‘rule’.”

2.6. Teljeur/Murphy filters
An alternative search methodology was developed (CT and PM) which resulted in three
novel filters. These filters were derived from a content analysis of both CPR and non-CPR
articles, using statistical packages that determine the word frequency in articles (R 2.9.1 and
Microsoft Excel; CT). To determine the words that could be used to identify CPR articles, a
content analysis of the titles and abstracts of 239 articles on the existing preliminary CPR
register was performed. An equivalent content analysis was conducted on a reference set of
non-CPR articles, defined as articles drawn from a random selection of 10 days during the
first three months of 2008, as indexed by PubMed (n = 6447). To allow for equal comparison
between the two sets of articles, all non-CPR articles had to be written in English and were
limited to human content. The results from the two sets of articles were compared to
determine which words were more common in CPR articles than in non-CPR articles.

Words that were at least twice as likely to appear in CPR articles as non-CPR articles were
considered for the two inclusion filters. As many of the relevant words appeared in pairs, it
was decided that the filter should include word pairs rather than individual words. The word
pairs identified are considered to be universal to CPRs as none of the pairs are specific to
primary care. The first inclusion filter was based in a set of 26 word pairs, the
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Teljeur/Murphy Inclusion Filter 26 items (TMIF-26). This filter retrieved articles that
contained specific phrases that appeared in a specific order. For example, an article was only
retrieved if it contained the entire phrase “clinical prediction” in this order, but not if it
contained the single words “clinical” or “prediction”.

The second inclusion filter was based on a set of 22 word pairs, the Teljeur/Murphy Inclusion
Filter 22 items (TMIF-22). This filter restricted searching for relevant word pairs to the title
and abstract. Furthermore, an increased number of search words were truncated, for example,
predict*. The process of truncation, in this example, finds words that begin with the root term
‘predict’, such as ‘prediction’ or ‘predictive’ etc. As a result, the overall number of search
terms is reduced from 26 to 22, given that, for example, predict* AND rule* (TIF-22)
retrieves “prediction rule”, as well as “predictive rule” included in the previous search (TIF26).

A set of 30 exclusion search terms was also identified and comprised the Teljeur/Murphy
Exclusion Filter (TMEF). Exclusion words were identified as words with a relatively high
frequency in the non-CPR set but not appearing in the CPR set. The initial list was further
reduced to terms deemed highly improbable to appear in a CPR relevant to primary care.
Thus, the exclusion terms removed articles from non-relevant settings (e.g. genetics-based
research).

2.7. Combination of filters
The seven individual filters (HBF, HNF, MMBF, MMNF, TMIF-26, TMIF-22 and TMEF)
were combined with the Teljeur/Murphy inclusion and exclusion filters (TMIF-26, TMIF-22
and/or TMEF). Firstly, the individual filters were combined with the inclusion terms using
10

the Boolean search term ‘AND’ (e.g. HBF AND TMIF-26). In this way, the inclusion filters
acted as a post-search filter, designed to reduce the overall volume of articles to be screened
for relevant CPRs. Secondly, the individual filters were combined with the inclusion filters
using the Boolean search term ‘OR’ (e.g. HBF OR TMIF-26). In this way, the inclusion
filters acted as an attempt to increase the number of relevant CPRs retrieved, despite
potentially increasing the overall volume of articles to be screened. Finally, the individual
filters were combined with the exclusion filters using the Boolean search term ‘NOT’ (e.g.
HBF NOT TMIF-26). In this way, the exclusion terms also acted as a post-search filter to
reduce the overall volume of articles to be screened.
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3. Results
3.1. Reference standard
The reference standard manual search of the 30 journals identified 6344 articles for further
analysis. Forty one of these articles were classified as “CPRs relevant to primary care”
(Figure 1). These comprised the 'reference standard' subset (see Appendix 3 for details).

3.2. Overview of electronic filters
To calculate the test accuracy scores, the manual search was used as the reference standard
and the electronic filters were used as the index tests. Results are presented in Table 3. All
electronic filters retrieved a smaller number of articles than the manual search. The broad
filters (HBF and MMBF) retrieved a higher total number of articles and more CPRs relevant
to primary care than the two narrow filters (HNF and MMNF). Of the two inclusion filters,
the TMIF-26 resulted in a higher yield of articles overall, as well a higher number of relevant
CPRs relative to the TMIF-22. The exclusion filter (TMEF) retrieved the highest number of
articles overall but a relatively low number of relevant CPRs. Each of the broad and narrow
filters was also combined with each of TMIF-26, TMIF-22 and TMEF. When combined with
the Boolean search term ‘AND’, the addition of the inclusion filters decreased the total
number of articles retrieved by each filter, but also frequently decreased the number of
relevant CPRs. In contrast, combining the search filters with the Boolean search term ‘OR’,
the addition of the inclusion filters increased the total number of articles retrieved by each
filter but also increased the number of relevant CPRs retrieved. Combining the broad and
narrow filters with the exclusion filter decreased the total number of articles retrieved, as well
as decreasing the number of relevant CPRs retrieved. Combining each of the inclusion filters
with the exclusion filter also decreased both the total number of articles and the relevant
CPRs retrieved by each filter.
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3.3. The individual filters
The HBF was associated with higher sensitivity (76%) and lower specificity (81%) than the
HNF (29% and 99%, respectively). The MMBF was associated with higher sensitivity (56%)
and lower specificity (96%) than the MMNF (39% and 99%, respectively). The two inclusion
filters reported different results, with the TMIF-26 resulting in higher sensitivity (95%) and
lower specificity (62%) than the TMIF-22 (83% and 90%, respectively). The exclusion filter
(TMEF via PubMed) results in the lowest sensitivity and specificity (59% and 43%,
respectively). Note that the exclusion filter was also tested in Ebsco host and retrieved a total
of 7464 articles. This latter result was not further analysed as the yield of articles was higher
than that of the original hand search method.

3.4. Combination of filters
The individual Haynes Filters were combined with the Teljeur/Murphy inclusion or exclusion
filters. For the HBF combinations with the inclusion filter using ‘AND’ and combinations
with the exclusion filters reduced the sensitivity (by 3% - 44%) and increased the specificity
(by 7% - 14%). However, combinations with the inclusion filter using ‘OR’ actually
increased the sensitivity (by 9% - 22%) and decreased the specificity (by 5% - 30%) For the
HNF, combination with the inclusion filters using ‘AND’ and combinations with the
exclusion filters reduced the sensitivity (by 2% - 12%) and maintained the specificity (99%).
In contrast, the combinations with the inclusion filter using ‘OR’ and the exclusion filters
increased the sensitivity (by 3% - 69%) and decreased the specificity (by 4% - 40%).
Combinations between the individual McGrath/Murphy Filters and the Teljeur/Murphy
inclusion or exclusion filters also changed their initial outcome. For the MMBF, the various
combinations of inclusion filters with ‘AND’ and the exclusion filters maintained/reduced the
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sensitivity (up to 17%) and increased the specificity (by 1% - 3%). However, the
combinations with the inclusion filter using ‘OR’ and the exclusion filters increased the
sensitivity (by 32%) and decreased the specificity (by 6% - 12%). For the MMNF, the
combination of inclusion filters with ‘AND’ and the exclusion filters maintained/reduced the
sensitivity (up to 27%) and maintained/reduced the specificity (up to 1%). In contrast, the
combinations with the inclusion filter using ‘OR’ and the exclusion filters increased the
sensitivity (by 44% - 46%) and decreased the specificity (by 7%-13%).

Finally, for the Teljeur/Murphy Filters, combining the inclusion filters with the exclusion
filter served to decrease the sensitivity (by 32% - 39%) and increase the specificity (by 4% 19%) relative to running each inclusion filter independently.

3.5. Precision and accuracy
The level of precision across all filters was low, ranging from 1% to 37%. In general, the
reported level of accuracy across all electronic filters was high, with all filters >76%, with the
exception of the TMIF-26 (62%), HNF OR TMIF-26 (60%) and the TMEF (44%). This
suggests that the majority of articles retrieved from the 30 journals were correctly classified
by most of the filters.

3.6. Search strategy for register
For purposes of identifying a search strategy to best identify CPRs relevant to primary care
and establish the register, the ‘HBF OR TMIF-26’ filter and the ‘HNF OR TMIF-26’ filter
offered the best sensitivity (98%), thus providing access to the highest yield of relevant CPRs
out of the 45 filters. Given that the two filters resulted in the same sensitivity, the optimal
filter for our needs would provide the best balance between sensitivity and specificity. In the
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current study, the ‘HNF OR TMIF-26’ filter offers better specificity (59%) than the ‘HBF OR
TMIF-26’ filter (51%). However, the high sensitivity resulted in a trade-off for low
specificity (59%), precision (2%) and accuracy (60%). Nevertheless, restricting the search of
the MEDLINE database to the 30 journals relevant to primary care and application of the
‘HNF ORTMIF-26’ to this journal set resulted in significantly fewer articles to be screened
for CPRs when compared to all of the articles published by PubMed every year (see Figure
2).
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4. Discussion
CPRs are a valuable tool in supporting primary care clinicians in making evidence based
decisions. Our work takes a pragmatic approach in analyzing a number of electronic filters to
identify CPRs relevant to this setting. The work presented here contributes to generating an
international register of CPRs relevant to primary care, which will be made publically
available through collaboration with the Cochrane Primary Health Care field.

4.1. Main results
The electronic filters presented here offer a number of novel search methodologies to identify
CPRs, thus building on the previous published work. In order to establish a register of
primary care CPRs many of the new search methods were more advantageous than the
previous Haynes filters. The use of proximity searching detailed in the McGrath/Murphy
Filters offered mixed results. Specifically, the broad filter (MMBF) resulted in lower
sensitivity and higher specificity relative to the HBF. In contrast, the narrow filter (MMNF)
resulted in higher sensitivity and similar high specificity relative to the HNF. The use of
inclusion filters, using either specific phrase searching (TMIF-26) or searching the title and
abstract and truncating search terms (TMIF-22), resulted in some of the highest sensitivities.
Interestingly, the combination of either of the inclusion filters with the Boolean search term
‘AND’ to the HBF roughly halved the total number of articles retrieved by the HBF, without
significantly impacting on the number of relevant CPRs retrieved, suggesting the utility of the
inclusion filters as a post-search method to remove irrelevant articles from already
established search methodologies (e.g. HBF or HNF). In contrast, combinations of the
inclusion filters with the Boolean search term ‘OR’ increased the total yield of relevant CPR
articles but also increased the total number of articles retrieved by the filter.
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The exclusion filter (TMEF) did not operate as expected. When executed via Ebsco host, the
TMEF retrieved more articles than the hand search method. When executed via PubMed, the
TMEF resulted in relatively low levels of sensitivity and specificity. Indeed, the combination
of the TMEF and other filters in PubMed, for example the HBF and TMEF, actually removed
relevant CPRs that had been retrieved by the individual filter (i.e. HBF alone). Although it
may be possible to execute searches based on exclusion terms using a different search
interface or using different search terms, the TMEF presented here does not offer a suitable
method for updating the register.

4.2. Context of previous research
In the current study, the HBF and HNF were associated with lower levels of sensitivity and
higher specificity than previous published research indicated. This effect can most likely be
attributed to the use of a smaller set of journals, each purposively selected according to our
specific criteria. Despite the loss in sensitivity, the benefit of working with this smaller set of
journals is evident from the smaller number of articles retrieved by each filter relative to
previous research [8], making the process of identifying primary care related CPRs less
arduous.

4.3. Limitations
One potential limitation is the low level of precision reported across all filters (range 1 –
37%). This is understandable given the relatively small number of primary care CPRs to the
total number of articles in the 30 journals in 2008. Notably, our low levels of precision are
consistent with those reported previously as being inherent in all search strategies in the area
of CPRs and not necessarily specific for our current study [8].
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It should also be noted that the reference standard manual search for the year 2008 identified
41 CPR articles relevant to primary care. Previous research on retrieving treatment, diagnosis
and prognosis studies indicates that a minimum of 99 relevant articles should be identified in
the hand search process in order to create new search strategies for the MEDLINE database
[50]. The current work falls short of this proposed standard.

The current work may be open to some criticism for the pre-screening step executed during
the manual search of the 30 journals relevant to primary care. Specifically, prior to the first
round of screening by the reviewers, certain publication types were intentionally excluded
(case reports, comments, dictionaries, editorials and news). This pre-screening approach was
previously used by some researchers but not by others when developing search strategies to
retrieve clinically relevant literature [8, 51]. Although this pre-screening step was not
considered to have any impact on the reported levels of sensitivity, it may have resulted in an
over-estimation of specificity and precision [51]. For example, including these articles in our
optimal search filter for this context would decrease the specificity by 20% (from 59% to
39%) and the precision by 1% (from 2% to 1%). This would result in about an extra 1300
articles to search through. Although it remains possible that CPRs could be mentioned in
comments or in editorials, a pragmatic decision was made to omit these publication types
because it is highly unlikely that any new studies would be presented in this format only,
without the original article indexed and retrieved from the retrospective and/or prospective
application of the search filter to the MEDLINE database.

4.4. Future research
It would be unnecessary to run these filters in MEDLINE, if MeSH terms for CPRs or “type
of article” designation as a CPR existed. The availability of such indexing terms would
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significantly reduce the number of articles to review when searching for CPRs on any given
topic. However, even if such indexing were available, the identification of relevant CPRs
would remain difficult given the problems associated with searching for 'primary care'
specific articles. Generating and maintaining a publicly available international register
currently appears to be the only viable way to allow an ease of access to articles on CPRs
relevant to primary care.

From the perspective of developing a register of primary care CPRs, the novel
methodological approach used in combining the Haynes Narrow Filter with the
Teljeur/Murphy Inclusion Filter-26 item (HNF ORTMIF-26) provided the search method
where sensitivity was optimised and where the best balance between sensitivity and
specificity was achieved. Although the high sensitivity is associated with a trade-off for low
levels of specificity, precision and accuracy, it is a necessary sacrifice given the aim of the
current work is to retrieve as many primary care CPRs as possible. The high sensitivity
achieved with the ‘NHF OR TMIF-26’ filter resulted in 40 of the 41 relevant CPRs being
retrieved. The one missing article was not retrieved by any of the alternative filters. The
discordance between the various search filters highlights the difficulty in developing optimal
search strings, a problem generic to this type of research.

The ‘HNF OR TMIF-26’ filter will now be used to retrospectively and prospectively search
the MEDLINE database. Although this filter will contribute to the best regular update of a
CPR register, it is apparent that this method is insufficient to retrieve all relevant CPRs for
the register. This work will need to be supplemented by searching additional databases (e.g.,
Embase, LILACS and Cochrane), searching references of relevant articles, conducting
PubMed searches for each of the most prolific authors in the field of primary care diagnostic
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research, contacting key authors in the field for published and non-published articles,
searching non-priority journals and other secondary resources, for example the Rational
Clinical Examination series [52]. Once established, each article included in the register will
be indexed according to the associated level of evidence, the clinical domains, the
methodological quality, as well as the clinical setting and patient populations. This will allow
for easy navigation through the database to identify subject specific content and help
determine the relevancy of a particular CPR.

Furthermore, we recognise that the filters will need to be periodically updated. For example,
removing articles containing genetic search terms through the exclusion filter may be
counter-productive in the future, if CPRs relevant to primary care begin to incorporate
genetic measures as diagnostic tools. This highlights the evolving nature of search filters, and
is consistent with previous research which indicates the need to update filters, for example
due to changes that occur in MEDLINE indexing [51].

The novel search filters provided mixed results when compared with the previous filters
produced by Haynes and colleagues. However, the performance of each of these filters was
considered only in the context of finding CPRs relevant to primary care. Future work might
seek to validate the novel strategies presented here, for example, by applying the filters to a
wider range of clinical settings or alternatively smaller, subject-specific areas.

Section 4.5 Clinical relevance
The current work will help establish a publicly available international register of CPRs. With
the increasing computerisation of medical practices, clinicians will be able to access the
contents of the register during consultation, allowing on-site access to up-to-date research.
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Nevertheless, CPRs are not designed to replace clinical skills and experience and should only
be viewed as flexible tools to assist in clinical decision-making. Indeed, CPRs have been
criticised for being incomplete in terms of variables included in certain rules, the range of
clinical domains covered and incorporating patient and/or physician preferences [53].
Furthermore, application of CPRs to clinical practice should be evidence based. It is
recommended that all rules go through the steps of validation and impact analyses before
being implemented in routine daily practice [6, 54]. Yet reviews of the literature indicate that
relative to the number of derived CPRs, few rules have been validated and fewer still have
resulted in impact analysis [3, 6]. As a result, the impact of many CPRs on physician
behaviour, patient outcome and/or cost remains largely unknown.

Part of the problem is that conducting independent studies in each clinical area is time
consuming, resource demanding and expensive. Indeed, restricting research to independent
studies limits the generalisability of the rule in terms of time, setting and specific patient
population [53, 54]. One proposed solution is to globally establish large multipurpose and
standardised routine databases from daily care practices. International collaboration would
then allow for easy updating and validation of CPRs [53]. Once established, the register can
identify areas for further research.

5. Conclusion
Without systematic indexing of articles as CPRs in electronic databases such as MEDLINE,
locating CPRs for primary care will be challenging. Until a register is fully developed and
publicly available, the optimal search filter, in many ways, depends on the specific needs and
amount of time available to the clinician/researcher. For example, if the aim is to obtain a
quick overview of an area with minimum input, combinations of the novel approaches
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offered by the McGrath/Murphy Narrow Filter and the inclusion and exclusion filters appear
most efficient. For our current purpose, the aim is to use a highly sensitive search filter to
maximise retrieval of relevant CPRs, despite the trade-off for specificity, precision and
accuracy. As such, the Haynes Narrow Filter combined with the Teljeur/Murphy Inclusion
Filter -26 items represents the most valuable option to establish and update an international
register of CPRs relevant to primary care.
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Table 1
Definitions of the statistical terms used to calculate the performance of each search filter

Statistical term

Definition

Sensitivity

The number of articles classified by the filter as relevant to
CPRs in primary care from all those retrieved as such by the
‘reference standard’ manual search

Specificity

The number of articles classified as irrelevant by the filter
from all those that were identified as irrelevant by the
‘reference standard’ manual search

Precision

The number of articles classified as relevant by both the
electronic filter and 'reference standard' manual search (true
positive) over the total number of articles classified as
relevant by the electronic filter only (true positive and false
positive)

Accuracy

The number of articles that were correctly classified by both
the electronic filter and 'reference standard' manual search
either as relevant or irrelevant (true positive and true negative)
over the total number of searched articles
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Table 2
Thirty journal titles selected for inclusion as relevant CPRs in primary care
Journal titles
Academic Emergency Medicine

Family Medicine

American Family Physician

Family Practice

American Journal of Medicine

Journal of American Medical Association

Annals of Emergency Medicine

Journal of the American Board of Family Medicine

Annals of Family Medicine

Journal of Clinical Epidemiology

Annals of Internal Medicine

Journal of Family Practice

Annals of Medicine

Journal of Internal Medicine

Annual Review of Medicine

Lancet

Archives of Internal Medicine

Medical Care

BMC Family Practice

Medical Decision Making

British Medical Journal

Medicine

British Journal of General Practice

New England Journal of Medicine

Canadian Family Physician

Public Library of Science Medicine

Canadian Medical Association Journal

Primary Care

Cochrane Database Systematic Reviews

Scandinavian Journal of Primary Health Care
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Table 3
Results from the diagnostic test accuracy for each electronic search filter compared to the reference standard search of 30 journal articles
Filter name
Haynes Broad Filter
HBF
HBF AND TMIF-26
HBF OR TMIF-26
HBF AND TMIF-22
HBF OR TMIF-22
HBF NOT TMEF
HBF AND TMIF-26 NOT TMEF
HBF OR TMIF-26 NOT TMEF
HBF AND TMIF-22 NOT TMEF
HBF OR TMIF-22 NOT TMEF
Haynes Narrow Filter
HNF
HNF AND TMIF-26
HNF OR TMIF-26
HNF AND TMIF-22
HNF OR TMIF-22
HNF NOT TMEF
HNF AND TMIF-26 NOT TMEF
HNF OR TMIF-26 NOT TMEF
HNF AND TMIF-22 NOT TMEF
HNF OR TMIF-22 NOT TMEF
McGrath/Murphy Broad Filter
MMBF
MMBF AND TMIF-26
MMBF OR TMIF-26

N articles
retrieved

N CPRs
retrieved

Sensitivity (95%
CI) as %

Specificity (95%
CI) as %

Precision (95% CI)
as %

Accuracy (95%
CI) as %

1251
731
3139
520
1548
750
403
1433
304
613

31
30
40
30
35
17
17
15
17
13

76 (62-89)
73(60-87)
98 (93-102)
73 (60-87)
85 (75-96)
41 (26-57)
41(26-57)
37 (22-51)
41 (26-57)
32 (17-46)

81(80-82)
89 (88-90)
51 (50-52)
92 (92-93)
76 (75-77)
88 (88-89)
94 (93-94)
78 (76-79)
95 (95-96)
90 (90-91)

2 (2-3)
4 (3-6)
1 (1-2)
6 (4-8)
2 (2-3)
2 (1-3)
4 (2-6)
1 (1-2)
6 (3-8)
2 (1-3)

81 (80-82)
89 (88-90)
52 (50-52)
92 (91-93)
76 (75-77)
88 (87-89)
94 (93-94)
77 (76-78)
95 (95-96)
90 (89-91)

89
68
2594
61
783
58
41
1252
42
41

12
11
40
12
34
8
7
15
8
13

29 (15-43)
27 (13-40)
98 (93-102)
29 (15-43)
83 (71-94)
20 (7-32)
17 (6-29)
37 (22-51)
20 (7-32)
32 (17-46)

99 (99-99)
99 (99-99)
59 (58-61)
99 (99-99)
88 (97-90)
99 (99-99)
99 (99-100)
80 (79-81)
99 (99-100)
95 (95-96)

13 (6-21)
16 (7-25)
2 (1-2)
20 (10-30)
4 (3-6)
14 (5-23)
17 (6-29)
1 (1-2)
19 (7-31)
4 (2-6)

98 (98-99)
99 (98-99)
60 (59-61)
99 (99-99)
88 (97-89)
99 (98-99)
99 (99-99)
80 (79-81)
99 (99-99)
95 (94-95)

264
95
735

23
21
36

56 (41-72)
51 (36-67)
88 (78-98)

96 (96-97)
99 (99-99)
89 (88-90)

9 (5-12)
22 (14-30)
5 (3-6)

96 (95-96)
99 (98-99)
89 (88-90)
32

MMBF AND TMIF-22
56
16
MMBF OR TMIF-22
1028
36
MMBF NOT TMEF
231
23
MMBF AND TMIF-26 NOT TMEF
89
21
MMBF OR TMIF-26 NOT TMEF
663
36
MMBF AND TMIF-22 NOT TMEF
50
16
MMBF OR TMIF-22 NOT TMEF
871
36
McGrath/Murphy Narrow Filter
MMNF
63
16
MMNF AND TMIF-26
41
15
MMNF OR TMIF-26
597
34
MMNF AND TMIF-22
16
5
MMNF OR TMIF-22
939
35
MMNF NOT TMEF
57
16
MMNF AND TMIF-26 NOT TMEF
40
15
MMNF OR TMIF-26 NOT TMEF
543
34
MMNF AND TMIF-22 NOT TMEF
15
5
MMNF OR TMIF-22 NOT TMEF
793
35
Teljeur/Murphy Inclusion and Exclusion Filters (PubMed)
TMIF-26
2432
39
TMIF-22
693
34
TMEF*
3589
24
TMIF-26 NOT TMEF
1241
23
TMIF-22 NOT TMEF
407
21

39 (24-54)
88 (78-98)
56 (41-71)
51 (36-67)
88 (78-98)
39 (24-54)
88 (78-98)

99 (99-100)
84 (83-85)
97 (96-97)
99 (99-99)
90 (89-91)
99 (99-100)
87 (86-88)

29 (17-40)
4 (2-5)
10 (6-14)
24 (15-32)
5 (4-7)
32 (19-45)
4 (3-5)

99 (99-99)
84 (83-85)
96 (96-97)
99 (98-99)
90 (89-91)
99 (99-99)
87 (86-88)

39 (24-54)
37 (22-51)
83 (71-94)
12 (2-22)
85 (75-96)
39 (22-54)
37 (22-51)
83 (71-94)
12 (2-22)
85 (75-96)

99 (99-99)
100 (99-100)
91 (90-92)
100 (100-100)
86 (85-87)
99 (99-100)
100 (99-100)
92 (91-93)
100 (100-100)
88 (87-89)

25 (15-36)
37 (22-51)
6 (4-8)
31 (9-54)
4 (3-5)
28 (16-40)
38 (23-53)
6 (4-8)
33 (9-57)
4 (3-6)

99 (99-99)
99 (99-99)
91 (90-92)
99 (99-99)
86 (85-87)
99 (99-99)
99 (99-99)
92 (91-93)
99 (99-99)
88 (87-89)

95 (89-102)
83 (71-94)
59 (43-74)
56 (41-71)
51 (36-67)

62 (61-63)
90 (89-90)
43 (42-45)
81 (80-82)
94 (93-94)

2 (1-2)
5 (3-7)
1 (0.4-1)
2 (1-3)
5 (3-7)

62 (61-63)
90 (89-90)
44 (42-45)
81 (80-81)
94 (93-94)

Note. The manual reference standard search resulted in a total number of 6344 articles being searched, 41 of which were CPRs relevant to primary care.* The TMEF was also
executed via Ebsco host. N articles retrieved = 7464.
HBF = Haynes Broad Filter; HNF = Haynes Narrow Filter; MMBF = McGrath/Murphy Broad Filter; MMNF = McGrath/Murphy Narrow Filter; TMIF-26 = Teljeur/Murphy
Inclusion Filter 26 item; TMIF-22 = Teljeur/Murphy Inclusion Filter 22 item; TMEF = Teljeur Murphy Exclusion Filter
AND, OR and NOT are Boolean search terms. AND retrieves articles that include all the search terms. OR retrieves articles that include at least one of the search terms. NOT
excludes the retrieval of articles that contain the search terms.
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Figure 1
Manual search ‘reference standard’ set of CPRs relevant to primary care for year 2008.

n = 11608
Articles included in 30
selected journals for 2008

n = 5264 Excluded based on
publication type (comments,
editorials, case reports, news
and dictionaries)

n = 6344
Articles searched by title and
abstract
n = 6287 Excluded as articles
not CPRs

n = 16 Excluded as articles
with CPRs in a specialist
setting
n = 41
Articles with CPRs relevant to
primary care
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Figure 2
Total number of articles retrieved by the Haynes Narrow Filter combined with the
Teljeur/Murphy Inclusion Filter 26 item (HNF OR TMIF-26) versus total number of articles
published in PubMed from 1966-2008
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APPENDICES
Appendix 1
Search strings for each of the electronic search strategies for the 30 journal titles
Database
PubMed

Filter name
Haynes Broad
Filter (HBF)

Filter search string
(predict*[tiab] OR predictive value of tests[mh] OR scor*[tiab] OR
observ*[tiab] OR observer variation[mh])

PubMed

Haynes Narrow
Filter (HNF)

(validation[tiab] OR validate[tiab])

EBSCO host

McGrath/Murphy
Broad Filter
(MMBF)

((predict* N3 rule* OR predict* N3 model OR predict* N3 models) OR
(decision* N3 rule*) OR (TX validat*))

EBSCO host

McGrath/Murphy
Narrow Filter
(MMNF)

((predict* N3 rule* OR predict* N3 model OR predict* N3 models) OR
(decision* N3 rule*))

PubMed

Teljeur/Murphy
Inclusion Filter 26
item (TMIF-26)

"clinical prediction" OR "clinical model*" OR "clinical score*" OR
"decision rule*" OR "diagnostic accuracy" OR "diagnostic rule*" OR
"diagnostic score*" OR "diagnostic value" OR "predictive outcome*"
OR "predictive rule*" OR "predictive score*" OR "predictive value"
OR "predictive risk*" OR "prediction outcome*" OR "prediction rule*"
OR "prediction score*" OR "prediction value*" OR "prediction risk*"
OR "risk assessment" OR "risk score*" OR "validation decision*" OR
"validation rule*" OR "validation score*" OR (derivation AND
validation) OR (sensitivity AND specificity) OR (symptoms AND
signs)

PubMed

Teljeur/Murphy
Inclusion Filter 22
item (TMIF-22)

(clinical[tiab] AND predict*[tiab]) OR (clinical[tiab] AND
model*[tiab] ) OR (clinical[tiab] AND score*[tiab]) OR (decision [tiab]
AND rule*[tiab]) OR (derive*[tiab] AND validat*[tiab]) OR
(diagnos*[tiab] AND accura*[tiab]) OR (diagnos*[tiab] AND
rule*[tiab]) OR (diagnos*[tiab] AND score*[tiab]) OR (diagnos*[tiab]
AND value[tiab]) OR (predict*[tiab] AND outcome*[tiab]) OR
(predict*[tiab] AND rule*[tiab] OR (predict*[tiab] AND score*[tiab] )
OR (predict*[tiab] AND validat*[tiab]) OR (predict*[tiab] AND
value*[tiab]) OR (risk*[tiab] AND assessment*[tiab]) OR (risk[tiab]
AND score*[tiab]) OR (sensitivity[tiab] AND specificity[tiab]) OR
(symptoms[tiab] AND signs[tiab]) OR (validat*[tiab] AND
decision*[tiab]) OR (validat*[tiab] AND rule*[tiab]) OR (validat*[tiab]
AND score*[tiab]) OR (predict*[tiab] AND risk*[tiab])

PubMed

Teljeur/Murphy
Exclusion Filter
(TMEF)

(allele OR amino OR animal OR apoptosis OR chromosome OR
congenital OR dental OR dna OR endogenous OR endothelial OR
epithelial OR mammalian OR mice OR molecule OR molecular OR
mouse OR mutate OR mutation OR necrosis OR pathogenesis OR
phosphorylation OR polymorphism OR receptor OR signal OR species
OR tissue OR tumor OR tumour OR tyrosine OR vitro)

Note: For each filter the following limits were applied: (1) Articles were limited to humans; and (2) irrelevant
publication types were excluded (case reports, comments, dictionaries, editorials, and news).
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Appendix 2
Details of training provided to reviewers

Prior to screening articles for each of the electronic filters, all reviewers were required to
attend a training session. Each reviewer formed part of a pair that comprised of a clinician
and a non-clinical researcher. Clear and precise definitions of (1) clinical prediction rules
(CPRs) and (2) primary care were provided. Reviewers were encouraged to voice any
uncertainties about either definition. Each reviewer was then provided with an identical
EndNote file. Each file contained a specially selected set of 100 journal articles from the year
2007, 5 of which were known to be CPRs. All articles were required to be classified as
following: (1) not a CPR; (2) definitely a CPR relevant to primary care; or (3) unsure (either
unsure the article was a CPR or unsure of relevance to primary care). If reviewers were
certain that an article was a CPR but not relevant to primary care, it was also placed in the
unsure category. Results indicated good agreement between reviewers for the ‘sure’ category,
with all reviewers identifying at least 4 of the 5 CPRs. Reviewers were required to make their
search as sensitive as possible, and as such were encouraged to include articles in the ‘unsure’
category for later discussion. Results indicated that those with the least experience at
classifying CPRs placed more articles in the ‘unsure’ category, relative to those with the most
experience in this regard. All articles placed in this category were discussed openly between
the group and a consensus was reached.
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Appendix 3
Articles identified as clinical prediction rules during the manual search (reference standard)
search of the 30 journals for the year 2008
First author
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

13

Article title
Clinical signs that predict severe illness in
children under age 2 months: a muticentre
study
Birnbaum
Failure to validate the San Francisco
[10]
Syncope Rule in an independent emergency
department population
Bont [11]
Predicting death in elderly patients with
community-acquired pneumonia: a
prospective validation study reevaluating the
CRB-65 severity assessment tool
Boyd [12]
Emergency department case-finding for
high-risk older adults: the Brief Risk
Identification for Geriatric Health Tool
(BRIGHT)
Briggs [13]
Development and validation of a prognostic
index for health outcomes in chronic
obstructive pulmonary disease
Bruyninckx
Signs and symptoms in diagnosing acute
[14]
myocardial infarction and acute coronary
syndrome: a diagnostic meta-analysis
Cameron [15] The metabolic syndrome as a tool for
predicting future diabetes: the AusDiab
study
Donnan [16]
Development and validation of a model for
predicting emergency admissions over the
next year (PEONY): a UK historical cohort
study
Ebell [17]
Diagnosis of appendicitis: part 1. History
and physical examination
Ford [18]
Will the history and physical examination
help establish that irritable bowel syndrome
is causing this patient’s lower
gastrointestinal tract symptoms?
Fowkes [19]
Ankle brachial index combined with
Framingham Risk Score to predict
cardiovascular events and mortality: a metaanalysis
Henschke [20] A systematic review identifies five “red
flags” to screen for vertebral fracture in
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